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Si studia, in un cilindro, il problema di Dirichlet per l’equazione ellittica del II 
ordine: L,u=J dove L, = aA + (1 - 3a) Cf,=, xixj(xf + xi)-’ ~‘/&xi~xj, 
a E (0, ‘,I b I’operatore a coeflicienti discontinui sull’asse x, gia introdotto da 
N. Ural’tseva per mostrare the I’equazione considerata puo non avere soluzione 
nello spazio di Sobolev W**“(p > 2) per qualche SE Lp. In quest0 lavoro si danno 
limitazioni a priori e teoremi di esistenza e unicita in I+“+ quando p varia in un 
intervallo (p,(a), p,(a)), dipendente dalla costante di ellitticita a. Se p = pZ(a) le 
limitazioni a priori cadono: l’esempio 11 quell0 di Ural’tseva. 0 1984 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is to study a special elliptic second-order discon- 
tinuous operator with a nonvariational approach in order to have an insight 
into the class of second-order nonvariational elliptic operators with discon- 
tinuous coefficients. The operator considered here is, in some sense, the 
simplest elliptic operator with axial discontinuity. 
Let L = L, be the second-order uniformly elliptic operator in R3, with 
ellipticity constant a E (0, 31 and coefficients matrix with trace ~1, of the 
form 
L, = aA + (1 - 3~4) i xixj(x: +x:)-l a’/8xi8xj. 
ij= I 
(1) 
If a E (0, i), the operator (1) has discontinuous coefficients on the x,-axis. 
* Lavoro eseguito nell’ambito del G.N.A.F.A. 
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This operator has been introduced (with slightly different notations) by 
N. Ural’tseva [8] to show the impossibility of W2*p bounds (p > 2) for 
solutions of the nonhomogeneous Dirichlet problem. 
The homogeneous Dirichlet problem L,u = 0 in a cylinder has been 
studied in [4]; existence and uniqueness in Wf$‘n Co is proved when p is in 
an interval depending on the ellipticity constant (r. 
Here the nonhomogeneous Dirichlet problem (with zero boundary data) 
for the operator L, is studied in a cylinder. We get a priori bounds, existence 
and uniqueness in W2*p when p is in the interval above; if p is the upper 
bound p,(a) of the interval, the a priori bounds fail; this fact is Ural’tseva’s 
example. 
To get the a priori bounds in W27p one splits a function u into four terms; 
the first one is axially symmetric, the next two are products of axially 
symmetric functions times x,(x: + x:)-“~, x,(x: + x:)-~‘~, respectively, and 
the last term, U; is zero with first derivatives on the x,-axis. 
The a priori bounds for the first three terms (we call them the “low-order” 
part of u, as they are the first terms in a Fourier expansion of u) can be 
obtained from a priori bounds for the nonhomogeneous Weinstein operator 
4, + u,, + WY> uy (see PI 1. 
The a priori bounds for G (the “high-order” part of u) follow by a 
Schauder-type approach: one uses a partition of unity, outside of the x,-axis, 
with functions oj having support in a dihedral angle with edge the x,-axis (of 
course, the functions qj are discontinuous on the x,-axis). Since P and its 
derivatives vanish on the x,-axis, the functions ziqj are in W2vp, with support 
in a dihedral angle; now, if the dihedral angle is small, the coeffkients of L, 
change little in it; thus we can “freeze the coefficients.” Using the Schauder 
approach one then gets LP-bounds for the second derivatives of ii in terms of 
Lp-bounds for L,u and zi/(x: + x:). The L” norm of G/(x: +x$ is then 
evaluated in terms of L,u, using representation formulas and Hardy-type 
integral estimates. 
Let us introduce the notation: x = (x,, x2, x3) E IR3, Z = {x E IR3: x1 = 
x2 = 0); C will be the cylinder: C = {x E IR3: XT +x: < p2, zr < x3 < z2}, S 
itscurvedboundary:S={~EIR~:x~+x~=p~,z,<x,<z,},T=BC/S;we 
will write C,, S,, T, when we need to emphasize the dependence on p. 
We will also use the standard notations: Du = gradient of u; 
D,u = hessian matrix of u; if 0 is an open set, W27p(0) is the Sobolev space 
of functions with first and second derivatives in Lp(0); Wivp(0) = (C:(O)) 
(in the W2*p topology); Wtbp(0) = W27p(0)n Wi7p(0); if E is a bounded set 
with nonempty interior, Wf;f(E) = {u : u E Wzqp(0), for every open 0 c E}; 
IID,u ]lLp = C:,j= 1 ]] u,~,]]~~. Recall that ]I D,u([,~ is an equivalent norm in 
W;ip(0), if 0 is sufficiently smooth. 
Let us introduce in lR3 the cylindrical coordinates: x1 = r cos 6, 
x2 = I sin 6, x3 = z; the operator L, can be written as 
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L,u = (1 - 2or)[PdU + (1 -P)U,,] 
= (1 - 2a)[u,, + Culrk + @lr’> ufm + WZZI~ (2) 
where p =~(a) = a/( 1 - 2a); let us notice that the operator in square 
brackets is exactly in Ural’tseva’s form; p is an increasing function of a with 
values in (0, 11. We define: pi(a) = 2(1 - 2a)/( 1 - a); A,(a) = (1 -~)/2 + 
[(l -/#/4 + 4P]1’2; p2(a) = 2/(2 -A,(a)); if a E (0, i], p1 is a decreasing 
function of a valued in (1,2]; A, is increasing in (1,2]; pz is increasing with 
values in (2, +co). 
We anticipate that if p E (p,(a), p,(a)), then the Dirichlet problem for L, 
has a unique solution in W*‘“(C); moreover, if p = pi(a) or p = p2(a), one 
can show that the a priori bounds for L, in W27p fail; let us notice that the 
interval (PI(a), p*(a)) is nonempty for every a E (0, 31, as it always contains 
2; it degenerates to {2} as a + O+, and, as a -t 3 (i.e., L, + A/3), the interval 
(PI(a), p,(a)) tends to (1, +a). Ural’tseva’s example is obtained by 
choosing p = p*(a); notice that, if a is sufficiently small, then p,(a) & 3, 
which gives the impossibility of W2V3-bounds, seen in Ural’tseva [8]. 
In Section 2 uniqueness and a priori bounds for the homogeneous equation 
L,u = 0 are proved; in Section 3 we will prove a priori bounds for Lp norms 
of u in terms of the norm of L,u; in Section 4 the a priori bounds for the 
derivatives are proved; and in Section 5 we have the existence theorem. 
2. THE HOMOGENEOUS PROBLEM 
DEFINITION 1. Let p E (1, +co>, s E [ 1, +a,>, 24 E w;;f(cu q, 
a,, E L’(S); the notation uIs = a,, means 
):a- I, 1 u((r/P) xl, k/b’) ~2, (4~‘) x3) - u&x,, x2, x3)1’ da = 0. 
This definition is due to Cimmino; see Lions and Magenes [5, pp. 205-2061. 
LEMMA 1. Let a E (0, 41, p,(a) < p < +co. The problem: u E 
WF;f!(CU T), L,u = 0 a.e. in C, u Ir = 0, u Is = 0, has the unique solution 
u s 0. 
ProoJ It can be proved, with minor changes, as in [4]. 
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For use in the next theorem and later, we introduce the sequence 
1, = 0, 
A”=1-“=I”(a)=(l-p)/2+ [(1-p)2/4+PV2]1’2 (v # 0). 
The sequence {A,} is increasing with IV] (for every fixed a E (0, $1) and 
,l,(O’) = 1 (v # 0), A,(\) = ] v]. We also define pcl, = p + 21,. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 < s < +a, pi(a) < p < p*(a). For every g E L’(S), 
the problem 
L,u=O a.e. in C, (3) 
UIT=o, uls = g9 (4) 
has a (unique) solution u E Wf$(CU T); moreover u E C”((CU T’)/Z)) 
and 
I, lul”d-$l gl’du, 
I 
O<r<p, 
where k, does not depend on u. 
Proof: Let us assume, for a moment, that C is the cylinder: C = 
{xEiR3:x:+x:<p,O<x,<~}andthatgissmoothonaC.Thenitisnot 
diffkult to construct explicitly a solution of (3), (4) by separation of 
variables (see [4]); if 
g(c) = F $J g,, exp(i&)sin nz (t = @ cos 6, p sin 6, z)), 
“=-al n=1 
with 
g,, = n-* iz 
--n 
exp(-iv6) d6 1: g(r) sin nz dz, 
then the solution of (3), (4) is 
u(x) = F f” R&, p) g,, exp(iti) sin n.2 
v=--00 n=l 
(x = (r cos 6, r sin 6, z)), (7) 
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where R,,(r, p) is the (unique) solution of the problem 
Y,, + CWY, - lu(n2 + W>‘>.Y = 0 in (0, p>, ~(0) = 0, Y@) = 1, (8) 
if v # 0; if v = 0, R,, is the unique solution of the differential equation above, 
such that 
Y’(0) = 0, Y@>= 1; 
Eq. (8) can be easily transformed into a modified Bessel equation, so that 
many properties of Bessel functions hold for R,,. 
The functions R,, can be written as 
The function ov is holomorphic and entire in the complex plane, u(--t) = a(t) 
and W = dfi nr is a solution of the equation > 
w” + (Li”/+v - pn*w = 0. 
These properties of R,, are needed to investigate the convergence of the 
series in (7) independently of the smoothness of g. We also need the 
following bounds: 
(a) for v E E, n = 1,2 ,..., 0 < r, 0 <p: 
0 < WW R,,,@, P) < r(v*/r’ + n*) R,k-, P>, 
0 < (a’/ar’) R,n(r, P) Q~(v*/r* + n2> &Jr, P); 
(8) for vEZ\{O},n=l,2 ,..., O<r<p: 
0 < R,,,(r, P) < (I/P)“““* exp(-dp - r)/2); 
(y) for every n = 1,2 ,..., 0 < r’< p, p # 0: 
(6) for every p > 0, there exists n(p), such that, 
foreveryvEZ\{O},n>n@),O<r<p#O: 
o < o,(fi nr> < COW fi 4 \ 
ddi np> cosh(n fi PI 
cl.6 np>““‘. 
These bounds are a consequence of the previous remarks on R,, and uy . A 
sketch of the proof can be found in [4]. 
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The series in (7) can be split in two, as 
X g,, exp(iv6) sin nz 
= 24, + C rnwveius; 
Ivl<4lr 
by (a)-(6) and the boundness of the sequence { g,,}, the series defining u, 
and ~~(14 < 4h) are uniformly convergent with first and second derivatives 
in C,, u T,, (0 < p’ < p) and there exists a constant I?0 I such that 
II%IICw,!“T,~~ a, II gllLw,~ (9) 
II~“lIC2(C,.“T,,) < 6 II &s,* (10) 
Notice that r’u-* is in L”(C) if and only if p < p,(a). Thus, if p < p*(a) 
(p > pi(a) for uniqueness), by (9) and (lo), (6) follows. 
Let~=@coscp,psinrp,w)ES,O<w<z,O<y,<2z;wedetine 
G(x, q) = -$ y 2 R,,Jr, p) exp(iv(6 - o)) sin nz sin nw. (11) 
“=-cc n=l 
As sketched above for U, one can prove that GE C’(((CU T)\Z) X S), 
L,G(., r) = 0 (q E S), G(., q) E W~;~(G) (for every r E S); moreover 
u(x)= j W, r) 0) do, 7 xECUT. 
s 
The representation formula (12) and the maximum principle give (i) 
G(x, q) > 0; (ii) IS, G(r, q) do, < 1, 0 Q r < p (x E C U T, q E S); the proof 
is the same as in [7, p. 282].Thus, as in Zygmund [9] and in [7], we get (5), 
i.e., 
Ilull LW,) Q II &S~ 7 O<r<p. 
Now let us drop the hypothesis g smooth; the proof follows by standard 
arguments, by approximating g with smooth functions. 
Let C be a cylinder as assumed in the hypothesis; by a translation in the z 
variable and a dilation (these transforms do not change the operator L,) we 
can change C into the cylinder considered in the proof. The smoothness of u 
follows by classical regularity theorems. 
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For later use we need the following technical result. 
THEOREM 2. Let g E L’(S), 1 < s < +a~, such that, for every 
h E L”(S), s’ = s/(s - l), of the form h(z, 8) = h,(z) + h*(z) cos 9 + 
h,(z) sin 6, the condition 
I hgdu=O (13) s 
holds. Then there exists k, such that, for every solution of (3), (4) the bound 
sup (rlp)Yz II u II sts(s,) G k II gllw (14) 
o<r<o 
holds. 
ProoJ: As in Theorem 1, we assume that C= {x : xz +x: <p*, 
0 < z < rr}. Let us write the solution (7) of (3), (4) in polar coordinates 
r, 6, z, as 
u = 2 u,(r, z) exp(iv@); 
“=-cc 
we will also write 
The terms of the series of u are solutions of L,(u, exp(iv6)) = 0; thus 
@Jr, + 4u,),lr -du,lr2 + rllkJ,, = 0. 
We define 
v,(r, w) = (r/p)Yw,(r, A w). 
The equations above for u, give 
(V”),, + P”(V”W + (V”hvW = 0 in R = (0,~) x (&d&X (15) 
V"@, WI = g,<fi WIT (V"),(O + 9 w) = 0, 0 < w < 7clfi, (16) 
v,(r, 0) = u,(r, n/h> = 0, O<r<p (17) 
01, = p + 21,); the problem (15), (16) and (17) is a problem for Weinstein’s 
G.A.S.P.T. equation. With a proof similar to that of (5) (see [2] for details) 
one can prove that 
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i.e., in terms of u,, 
Let us use now the hypothesis (13); condition (13) implies that u, = 0, 
JvI Q 1. With (13) and (18) the proof can be carried over as in [7, p. 2831. 
Let us give a sketch of it. If r E [p/2, p] then, by Theorem 1, 
w-% II LS(S,) < P2 II 4LS(S,) < za2 II c41Ls~s~ * (19) 
If I-E [O,P/21, 
From these inequalities, (14) follows. 
3. A PRIORI BOUNDS FOR THE SOLUTIONS OF THE NONHOMOGENEOUS 
PROBLEM 
Let us split C~(R3) as CF(lR3) = .Y @R, where 
(20) 
A?= u E CF(R3): 2.4 = C 24, exp(iv6) . 
i IVIW i 
Notice that, if ,U E & then U, a,,, uX2 are ~0 on 2. The following result 
holds: 
THEOREM 3. Let p,(a) < p ( p*(a). There exists a constant k, such that, 
for every u E Z, the bound 
holds. 
Proof: Dilations and translations on the x,-axis do not change the 
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inequality to be proved. Then we can assume that supp u c C = {x: xi + 
x~<p2,0<xg<~};letf=L,uand 
f = x y fun(r) exp(iv6) sin nz, 
Ivl>2 n=l 
+CC 
u = C 2 u,,(r)exp(i&)sinnz. 
lvI>Z n=l 
We have 
u::, + (u/r)& + (-,m2/r2 -PI’) u,” =.L,ltl - 2a), in (O,p); 
moreover u,,(p) = 0 and u,,(O) = 0 (Iv] > 2, n = 1, 2,...); this problem has a 
unique solution: 
(22) 
Let us introduce the notation: for every g E L”(S,), let 2c1 be the solutions of 
the problem 
L,zi,=O in C,, 
I& = g on S,, 
and define G,,, g = z&IS, (0 < r < t). Then (22) gives 
by (51, (14)9 
tV2) II u IL~s,~ G kra2-’ I r+m tcA2 dt j; V/O” Ilfll~s~s,,~ dt’. 
By using, as in [6, pp. 273-2741, the hypothesis p,(a) < p < p,(a) and 
Hardy-Littlewood inequalities we have the thesis. 
4. A PRIORI BOUNDS FOR THE DERIVATIVES 
OF THE SOLUTIONS OF THE NONHOMOGENEOUS PROBLEM 
Let us first state an interpolation lemma. We use the shorthand notation 
(x) = (xf + x:y2. 
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LEMMA 2. Let E > 0, 1 ( p ( +oo. There exist kl(&), k*(c), with 
k,(&)=O(l) US E+O+, such that, for every u E R, the bound 
Ilw’(u:l + +Y211Lw43~ < h(E) lI~24IL’~R13~ + k2(&)Il(.)-2~II~p(~3~ (23) 
holds. 
ProoJ For each x3 E R, let us consider the function of two variables: 
v(x, , XJ = u(xr , x2, x,); v E Cr(lR ‘) and (23) will be an immediate conse- 
quence of 
here and below k, will be any function with the same property as k,. By 
using polar coordinates x1 = r cos 6, x2 = r sin 6 one sees that the left-hand 
side of (24) is bounded, modulo a numerical factor, by 
.I, + .I, = (j’” r dr( l/r*)p 1.;’ I vslp de) “* t (,,;= d8 jot a (v,/r)pr dr) I”. 
By classical interpolation lemmas 
ii,‘” 1 vJp de) “’ < &(E) (j-;n I veelp d6 j I” t I;*(E) i,,‘” Iv Ip dB.) “‘. 
Thus 
J, < &) ii,‘, r drj; (vertlr’)P d@) I” + I;zW IIvlC)*IImz, 
<i,(c) (~0twrdrj~(dv-v,-v,/r)pd8)1’p 
Let us evaluate J,. We need the following result: let w  E CF[O, +co), 
w(0) = w’(O) = 0; then 
r I w’/r Ip dr )“‘<~~(,,ii’“rlw”l~drjlh 
0 
t k;(e) (,‘” r 1 w/r* Ip dr) “‘; (25) 
0 
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a proof of this inequality can be found in Lemma A.2 below. The function 
w(r) = u(r, 6) satisfies the above hypothesis; thus, by (25), it follows that 
This inequality and the previous ones give (23). 
THEOREM 4. Let 1 < p < +a~, a E (0, f]. There exists k, such that, for 
euery u E SF, the bound 
holds. 
Proof: As sketched in the Introduction we use a Schauder-type approach. 
It is well known that given p > 1 and a E (0, I] there exists k, such that, 
for every u E W2”(R3) and for every constant coefficient second-order 
elliptic operator La (with lower ellipticity constant a and trace of the coef- 
ficient matrix Al), the inequality 
IID24l Lp(w) Q k, II L”,u llm3, (27) 
holds. The constant k, and the constants k2,..., k, introduced below depend 
on p and a only. Let E > 0 so small that ck, < f. Let us use for L, the 
shorthand notation 
3 
L, = C aij(x) a2/axl ax,. 
i,j=l 
Let us construct a partition of unity of R 3 \Z: 
1 = 2 (Pk(X), x E lR3\z; 
k=l 
let the functions pk have the following properties: 
(i) (Pi depends only on xi/(x), x2/(x) (i.e., on the cylindrical coor- 
dinate 6 only); (ii) v)~ has support 6, in a dihedral open angle with edge Z; 
(iii) qk E C” and 0 Q Q)~ Q 1; moreover we assume (iv) the aperture of the 
dihedral angles is so small that 
sup I a&) - a&I < E 
X.YSS, 
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(k = l,..., N, i = 1,2,3; j = 1,2,3); this is certainly possible as Qij actually 
depend on 6 only. Let u E 09’; we define 
uk = u(pk, k = l,..., ZV. 
The functions #k have bounded support; one can see that uk E cm([R3 \Z) 
and uk E WzYp(R3) for every p; therefore, by (27), 
where fk is a point in 6,. It follows that 
11 D2 Ukb’#?~) G kl (Ia, / i$ 1 taij(%k) - aij(x))(uk)x$jlP dx) I” 
+ k IILaukb’CiW,; 
and also 
From the previous inequality, it follows that 
k=l 
(28) 
Let us evaluate L, uk. We have 
L,u,=~,L,u+~L,~,+2 i aij(x) uxi(~k)x,~ 
i,j= 1 
bk)x,l < k,l(-)v ILa(Pkl G k2/(‘)2* 
Thus 
By the previous interpolation lemma 
llL&&‘(RS) < ll~%~lltr)c~~p, + & IID24wm + k, llu/(*)21b; 
1 
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the previous inequality and (28) give 
This inequality gives (26). 
COROLLARY 1. Let a E (0, 51, pi(a) < p < p*(a). There exists k such 
that, for every u EZ, the bound 
IlDzull LP(RI) G klILAluw, 
holds. 
Proof: Consequence of Theorem 4 and (21). 
THEOREM 5. Let a E (0, $1, pi(a) < p < tco; then there exists k such 
that, for every u E 9, the inequality 
holds. 
(29) 
Proof: In this proof k will be any constant depending on p, a only. 
Since the Lp norms of D, u and Au are equivalent and Au = a-IL, u t 
((1 - Wa)urr9 the thesis will be a consequence of the bound 
II u,,II~uw~ G k IIb4l~~~~~~~ (30) 
Let us recall (see (20)) that, in cylindrical coordinates, u can be written as 
u = u,,(r, xj) t ul(r, XJ exp(i6) t u-,(r, x1) exp(-i6). Thus (30) is a conse- 
quence of the three inequalities 
jjR2 I(qJrrlPr dr dt & k jj,, ILIPrdrdt~ 
+ + 
where IR: = ((r, t) E IR’: r > 0}, f, exp(iv6) = L,(u, exp(iv@)), I VI < 1. Let 
us define 
vu@-, t) = r-*x(r, fi 6, IV Q 1 
(recall that L, = 0, I, =A-, = 1); then (v,),, + (v,),, t ~u/r)(v,), = F,, 
where F,(r, t) = r-‘fJr, fi t)/(l - 2a); thus the last inequalities can be 
written as 
11 [r*” I(vJ,, + %l~)(vuMIP~d~dt iRz + 
<k ii 1 rauFV Ip r dr dt, I4 Q 1. R: 
(31) 
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The functions v, E P(R:) and have bounded support; Taylor’s formula 
gives u,(r, t) = O(r’), u* r(r, t) = C, r(t)t + O(r3); thus 
lim (v,),(r, t) = 0, 
r+o+ I4 < 1, 
uniformly with respect to t. Let us quote from [2] the following result: 
Let ,E > 0, jj > 1, 0 < u + l/p < 1 +,U. There exists a constant k, such that, 
for every v(x, y) with the properties (i) v E P{x > O}; (ii) v has bounded 
support; (iii) lim,,, - x” JR 1 vX(x, y)l dy = 0, the inequality 
I( vYl~yyI + IVXXI + bAyI + Iv,/xl)1%J~x x>. 
<k I w I vyy + v,, -I- 01/x) vx 1)” dy dx x>o 
holds. Notice that vu satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) with p = 17, a = A, t I/p, 
,J =,u,. Therefore (32) follows with v(x, y) = v,(x, y), fl= p and a = l/p for 
v = 0, a = l/p t 1 for I VI = 1. The inequality (32) gives (3 1) and (29). 
COROLLARY 2. Let a E (0, {I, pi(a) < p < p,(a), f2 a open set. Then 
there exists k, such that‘ if u E Wi*p(Q), the inequality 
holds. 
Proo$ Consequence of Theorem 5 and Corollary 1. 
5. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
LEMMA 3. Let a E (0, $1, pi(a) < p < p*(a); given the cylinder C, there 
exists k, such that, ifu E W’,*(C), then 
IIm4lLqc, Q k ILU IIL%~~ (33) 
Proof: Step 1. Let a E R, v E C”O in the half space H, = 
{x E R3 : x3 > a}, with bounded support and such that v IaH, = 0. Let v”(x) = 
v(x,,x,,at(x,-a(); thus v’ECA1’(R3)~ Wf,.p(lR3), and L,fl(x)= 
(Lav)(xl, x2, a + Ix3 - al) in x3 # a. By Corollary 2, we have 
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A similar result holds for functions as above, with support in the half space 
Ha= {xE R3:x3<a}. 
Step 2. All the constant kl below depend on a, p and C only. Let us 
make a partition of unity in C: 1 = rp, + (pi + (P*, where (i) p0 = 1 in a 
neighbourhood of S and p,, = 0 in a neighbourhood of Z; (ii) pi z 1 in a 
neighbourhood of (0, 0, zi), i = 1,2; (iii) pi E C”(c), 0 < ‘pi < 1; (iv) pi = 0 
in a neighbourhood of T/(xE T: x3 = zi}. Let u E P(C), ulac = 0, and 
define ui = UV)~, i = 0, 1,2. On the support of u0 the operator L, is smooth; 
thus, by classical results for smooth elliptic operators, 
The functions U, and u2 are of the type studied in Step 1. Thus 
llD*~ll Lp(c) < k, i Il~Ahcv 
i=O 
If we compute explicitly L,(piu), and use classical interpolation lemmas, we 
get 
llDz4l Lp(c) G kAllL4Im~ + Il4lrw)~ 
By using the uniqueness Lemma 1 as in [ 1, p. 6691, we get (33). The result 
for u E Wiip(C) follows by approximation. 
THEOREM 6. Let a E (0, 31, pi(a) < p < ~~(a); the problem 
u E lqP(C), L,u = f E LP(C), 
where C is the cylinder C= (xE R3:x: +x: <p*, z1 <x3 < z2}, has a 
unique solution. 
Proof. The uniqueness is proved in Lemma 1. The existence follows by 
standard fixed point techniques from Lemma 3. 
6. APPENDIX 
Let us give a proof of the inequality used in Lemma 2. 
LEMMA A.l. Let l<p<+co, k>-1, k-n+l-l/p>O; then for 
every w E C$‘[O, +a), w(O) = w’(O) = 0 the inequality 
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(jo+m / r+ ipdryp 
1 
Q (I + k) - 12 - l/p 
(,,‘” (I” Iw”I)P dr) ‘lp 
+Ikl ( 
21k/+2-n+ l/p 
l+k-n-l/p 
)(jo+” (f / ;i)‘dr)“’ 
holds. 
Proof. Let us use the identity 
(rkw’ - krk-‘w)’ = rkw” - k(k - 1) rk-‘w. 
Since rkw’-krk-‘w+O as r+O. we have 
w’/r = kw/r2 + rpk- 1 
1 
’ tk(w”(t) - k(k - 1) t-=w(t)) dt. 
0 
By Hardy inequality, if k - n + 1 - l/p > 0, 
(jotm / r”$ i’dr)“’ 
<lkl (jota / rn$ i’dr)“’ 
+(k-n+l-l/p)-’ /jo+m~t”,wx-k(k-l)w,t2]pd~)“p; 
the thesis follows. 
LEMMA A.2. Let 1 < p < +oa, E > 0. Then, for every w E Cr[O, +a~), 
with w(0) = w’(0) = 0, the inequality 
holds, with C=(E) = 12/p - 1 + l/cl (2 [2/p - 1 + l/cl + 2 - 2/p)&. 
Proof. Choose in Lemma A.1 n = l/p, k = 2/p - 1 + l/c 
505/55/3-l 
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